Course Description: This workshop will address the effects of domestic violence on children. Research shows that children suffer lasting effects in many areas of their lives from domestic violence. Participants will review CPS policy and learn how to increase the child’s safety in violent homes. This training also will provide participants tools to ease children’s anxiety in homes where violence occurs. Various system responses will be discussed and alternatives provided. The CW worker will also learn how to address battering as a parenting style and require accountability.

Training Group: Participation is limited to 40 Child Welfare Specialists who have pre-registered on KIDS and completed CORE and Level I classes.

Credit: Participants are reminded that anyone missing more than 30 minutes of a workshop may not receive full credit or may be sent home.

Cancellation: If you find you cannot attend after you have registered please have your Supervisor email childwelfare-training@okdhs.org

OKDHS Dress Code: Business casual / work attire.